PRIVATE EVENT + RENTAL FAQ & GUIDELINES

Are food & beverage allowed in the galleries?
Food & beverage are not allowed in the gallery areas that contain works of art. Event hosts may be asked to place stanchions around artwork for protection. Red wine is not allowed inside the galleries.

Is parking available on site?
di Rosa has limited parking, including 47 spaces and some grass parking depending on seasonal conditions. Valet parking or parking attendants required based on occupancy of event. Shuttle service is required for events located in the Courtyard. Carpooling or shuttle service to the site is recommended based on the event size.

Is smoking allowed on site?
• SMOKING is only permitted in designated areas, during event hours and is subject to additional liability.

Are there restrictions to décor?
Because of the special nature of DI ROSA’s buildings and grounds, USER agrees to the following:
• Only flameless CANDLES in glass votives are allowed.
• Decorations to the event site must be approved in advance by the Visitor Services Manager.
• Balloons are not permitted on the property.
• Push pins, nails, or tape of any kind are not permitted.

Is it possible to remove museum signage during my event?
There may be areas of gallery spaces that contain exhibition related material/content - on the walls and possibly the floor - that cannot be removed for events (e.g. interpretive texts, vinyl signage, etc.).

What is the earliest event start time available?
di Rosa is open to the public Friday through Sunday from 11 am to 4 pm. During these times, visitors may be on the property in galleries and other spaces that are not included in your rental agreement. The earliest start time for event activities (including set up) is 8:30 am. Events must be clear of the property by midnight.

What is di Rosa’s shipping and receiving policy?
di Rosa does not accept any deliveries or shipments. All materials must be brought onsite by your vendors or staff. If you are renting furniture through an approved vendor, arrangements can be made for a delivery window on the day of your event.

Can we share event photos publicly if collection or exhibition artwork is visible in the photo?
All photos taken will be for the event host’s private use only due to art copyright protections. Any use of photography for other purposes must be cleared in advance with the event manager per di Rosa’s Photo Policy.